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Why Database Collections?

Three Primary Motivations:

• Assist with Collection Management

• Facilitate Specimen-based Research

• Promote Institutional Support & Funding



Legacy Data: Primary Sources
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Current Challenges

• Complexity in parts preserved has increased
 both the number (e.g., # vials) and types of parts

• More specimen attributes being recorded in field 
and also captured in databases
 habitat, behaviors, traits (age, sex, reproductive, molt, measurements, 

colors), relationships (host/parasite, predator/prey, parent/child), 
genetic or isotopic data, etc.

• Media are now a standard type of data
 field photos, specimen images, audio and video, etc.

• Related specimens (or their parts) can be  
distributed across different institutions
 tissues/vouchers; parasites/hosts





Databasing at the MVZ

One of the first natural history museums to 
database its specimen collections (1978-1984)

 online in 1997



• Stopped using cards for cataloging in 2003 
(herps, mammals) and 2007 (birds)
 specimens cataloged directly into the database

Arctos Migration 2005
 richer data capture

 easy relationships to 

other data (specimens, 

sequences, media, etc.)

Data conform to the 

DarwinCore standard 

for sharing data



Who, What, Where, When

• Standard data captured for all specimens: 

 WHO: Collector/Preparator and their individual #

 WHAT: Identification (genus, species, subspecies 
for birds and mammals)

 WHERE: Higher geography, location, elevation, 
coordinates, datum, max error – georeferencing
with GPS, GEOLocate, Google, etc.; retrospectively 
through MaNIS, HerpNET, ORNIS

 WHEN: Verbatim date (text), begin and end dates



Data entered from catalog cards until 2003

Databasing – Mammals
232,255 specimens

~90% of MVZ mammals 

in Arctos missing trait 

data from labels
sex recorded for all

age, weight, measurements, 

and reproductive details only 

recorded in last 13 years



Mammals – Since 2003

• Data captured from labels and field catalogs

• Traits standardly recorded, <1% of specimens 
imaged (primarily holotypes)



Data entered from catalog cards until 2003

Databasing – Herps
268,688 specimens

Limited information 

entered from field 

catalogs 2003-2008

~93% of MVZ herp records 

in Arctos missing trait data 
Many specimens 

lack data tags



Herps - Since 2008

Carol Spencer hired as Staff Curator in Herpetology 
– dedicated position for the first time

More complete data captured 

if recorded in field catalogs -

age, sex, weight, SVL, colors, 

ecology, etc.

Color photos taken in field

Age/sex determined from 

specimens if not provided



Databasing - Birds
186,246 specimens

• Pre-1980s data entered from specimen labels 
(skins, skels) or ledger (fluids)

• Trait information captured if provided on tags
 age, sex, weight, reproductive status, molt, fat, etc.
 some traits determined for skins at time of data entry if not 

provided



Databasing – Eggs/Nests
14,532 specimens

• Data entered from specimen labels

• NSF grant 2007-2012: Data slips 
scanned, eggs & nests photographed



Birds – Current Practices

• Since mid-1980s, data captured from 
specimen labels and field catalogs

• Growth over the past 10+ years in 
complexity of data captured

• Arctos bulkloader for MVZ birds: ~100 
fields

• Records fully populated at time of 
cataloging – eggs photographed, data 
slips scanned



Trade-offs

• Fully populated records take more time to 
input, so may not be feasible or desirable
 collection size, staff, management system, resources
 test what is feasible – estimated time to complete
 more time per specimen = slower collection growth?

• Quality versus quantity of data
 goal = high quality and fully populated data

• Database should promote easy input of high 
quality data
 standardized fields, authority tables
 avoid free text typing as much as possible



Large Collections

Impractical to digitize 

retrospectively from 

primary sources

Capture as much data 

as possible, as quickly 

and easily as possible 

(ledgers, cards)

If data are recorded, 

do not ignore them!



Small Collections

Feasible to 

fully populate 

records

Database by 

Image Capture



New Incoming Material…

Capture as much… …as you can now!



Facilitate Data Entry



Undergraduates Can Help!



Why Record It All?

• Can’t predict how data will be used in the future
 e.g., VertLife – trait databases

• Much easier to record full data at the time of 
capture – unlikely that you will capture it 
retrospectively unless there is a specific reason
 e.g., research project that requires the data

• Increase in time is worth the value-added 
benefit for long-term research use



Ward Russell (1992 interview) describing Joseph Grinnell’s philosophy



Higher research 

value for your 

collection = Higher 

institutional and 

funding support!



Questions?


